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Another One: FDA Expects to Authorize 6th mRNA
Dose in the Fall
“I don’t want to shock anyone, but there may be a need for people to get an
additional booster in the fall."
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***

On  the  same  day  that  the  FDA  authorized  a  fifth  mRNA  COVID  injection  for
immunocompromised individuals (and a fourth for the general population over 50), one of
the FDA’s top bureaucrats is already projecting more mRNA doses to come.

“I don’t want to shock anyone, but there may be a need for people to get an
additional booster in the fall,” Peter Marks, the director of the FDA’s Center for
Biologic Evaluation and Research…"

Can you say:#epicfailurehttps://t.co/R2LJuSXdrd

— Maggie Early Treatment Works �� (@maggieoutabout) March 30, 2022

“I don’t want to shock anyone, but there may be a need for people to get an additional
booster in the fall,” Peter Marks, the director of the FDA’s Center for Biologic Evaluation and
Research, told reporters.

For mRNA compliant citizens, that round of shots would mark a fifth or sixth injection of a
non FDA-approved experimental  mRNA vaccine — which can cause significant  side effects
with each additional dose for some — within a two year window.

Marks explained that an FDA advisory committee will discuss the probability of another
mRNA dose next week. That committee was supposed to meet before the latest booster
authorization  to  evaluate  the  safety  and  efficacy  of  a  fourth  and  fifth  round  of  shots.  The
FDA decided to bypass that process entirely.
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I guess he’s right since there’s no trial data to review �

Dr.  Peter  Marks,  head  of  the  FDA  office  responsible  for  vaccine  safety  and
efficacy, said the drug regulator did not call an advisory meeting because the
decision was “relatively straightforward” https://t.co/r9pWpXj3wx

— Ramin Farzaneh-Far MD (@rfsquared) March 30, 2022

TODAY:  FDA  authorizes  second  booster  (4th  dose)  4  months  after  3rd  Pfizer/
Moderna dose for 50+, or 12+ & immunosuppressed.

CDC is expected to weigh in later with their recommendations.

All  being  done  without  convening  the  external  expert  review  panels  for
commentary/vote.

— Nicole Saphier, MD (@NBSaphierMD) March 29, 2022

“It’s not actually clear yet what the optimal booster should be,” Marks said. “We’re hoping
by taking this action, we will help allow people to take steps to protect themselves should
we have another wave to come through this country.”

He added that the next dose might be one that is reformulated for a more current variant,
but did not commit one way or another.

The current mRNA shot was designed by both Pfizer and Moderna to target the ostensibly
original Wuhan strain of 2019. This strain no longer exists in circulation, and according to
gene sequencing, it has not been the dominant strain for about two years. The 2019 shot
has  never  been updated,  despite  claims of  an  update  being  as  easy  as  a  computer-
generated  “copy  and  paste”  procedure.  Pfizer  and  Moderna  both  claimed  that  they  were
working on an Omicron vaccine — projecting that it would be ready in March of 2022 — but
seem to have scrapped the plan, for reasons unknown to the public.

The U.S. government has already spent tens of billions of dollars in taxpayer funds to enrich
Pfizer  and  Moderna,  which  seem  to  have  assumed  full  regulatory  capture  of  Government
Health agencies. These agencies now deliver timely rubber stamp approvals for their latest
experimental products, and they routinely dismiss the overwhelming evidence of a negative
efficacy, failed vaccine program.

“Vaccine efficacy turned negative during the Omicron surge a month after kids
were inoculated (-10%) and declined even more after six weeks (-41%). This
means  vaccinated  children  were  significantly  more  likely  to  catch  Covid  than
the unvaccinated.”https://t.co/MSbfL85jGp

— Ronnie Rockwell MD⚡️ (@RonRockwellMD) March 21, 2022

"Ireland is one of the most vaccinated countries in the European Union, yet
hospitalizations are rising.'
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Horowitz: Record infections in super-vaxxed UK seniors as double-vaxxed show
negative efficacy against COVID death https://t.co/jkWYpfIgEB

— Arthur Purves (@votepurves) March 22, 2022

On Wednesday, President Biden got his claimed “second booster” (fourth injection) on live
television, marking the president’s fourth shot in the last 15 months.

NOW – Biden says "I'm not sure why I'm doing it on stage" and gets his second
booster injection.pic.twitter.com/o46Z8IaRdg

— Disclose.tv (@disclosetv) March 30, 2022

BIDEN: "If we need a different vaccine for the future to combat a new variant,
w e  a r e  n o t  g o i n g  t o  h a v e  e n o u g h  m o n e y  t o  p u r c h a s e  i t . "
pic.twitter.com/MMxYvrpwHw

— Breaking911 (@Breaking911) March 30, 2022

He then demanded more money from taxpayers to finance future doses for “new variants.”

*
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